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Newsletter
‘No excuses. Achievement for all. Whatever it takes.’
Dear Parents/Carers
It is my pleasure to introduce the first newsletter of this academic year.
There has been much to celebrate at Globe Academy, in particular the best
GCSE results in the history of the school. Our Year 11 students of 2009
achieved excellent results with 35% achieving 5 A*-C grades including
English and Maths (compared to 26% in 2008) and 50% achieving 5 A*-C
grades. This is a wonderful achievement. My congratulations go to the
students who worked tirelessly to ensure they raised their attainment.
This is, however, just the start for Globe Academy. This year we aim to do
even better and our current Year 11 students are proving that they too
have the drive, ambition and talent to achieve excellent results. Over 80
students have already sat the English and Maths GCSE papers and we
eagerly await the results of these exams in late January. Across the year
groups, from Year 1 – 11, we have established very challenging academic
targets to ensure all our students make excellent progression and achieve
the highest possible results. We are committed to ensuring every student
at Globe academy reaches, and surpasses, the national expectation of attainment. Globe Academy is dedicated to doing
„whatever it takes‟ to ensure our students success which can be seen by the extended day provision; additional classes
are running most days after school until 6pm for examination subjects and for literacy and numeracy intervention as
well as Saturday booster classes and half term revision centres.
As well as academic achievement I have seen many other improvements. The expectations of the students in all areas
of their school life have risen. The new uniform looks exceptionally smart and students wear it with pride.
Student behaviour is better and the academy is a calm, productive and busy learning environment. We have had many
visitors to the academy comment about the friendly, polite and courteous nature of our student body.
The students have also been busy out of the classroom with a number of theatrical, musical and sporting performances
taking place as well as a number of trips to various locations. In all these performances the pupils have excelled. Of
note have been the performance of Hamlet at RADA and the Christmas Musical concert, it was amazing to see so
many of our students showcase their exceptional talent.
I had the pleasure in talking to many parents at the first Academic Monitoring Day, held recently, and was delighted to
hear how pleased you are with the changes at Globe. As a community I believe we can be very proud of Globe
Academy. We have a motivated body of students who are now more settled and focused upon academic achievement,
we have a talented and dedicated staff who are committed to ensuring the best lessons and learning for the students
and we have the support of you, our parental community. Together we can achieve our mission, that of providing the
best possible education and ensuring that Globe Academy is the best school in London. It can and will be achieved.
I hope you enjoy reading this newsletter. It is a tribute to the effort and hard work of our students.
Jason Baigent

Principal

Success For
Life and
meeting the
Prime Minister
My name is Nurjahan
Haq and I am in Year 11
at Globe Academy. For
the last year, myself and
14 other Year 11 pupils
have been participating in
the Success For Life
programme. This has
been
a
fantastic
opportunity to experience
a variety of businesses
and to develop a number
of skills that we need to
be successful in life. In
Year 10, the Foundation
programme relied on teachers to accompany us as we visited different businesses in Central London, which
was once a week for five weeks. However, in Year 11 (the second level of the programme) we are
responsible for getting ourselves to and from visits and placements. In Year 10, as well as visiting different
businesses, we also started working in different community projects within our school which we came up
with and managed within small groups. My project was called 'Teachers Award' to motivate the teachers in our
school more to drive us through the hardest times in our educational life. This project's main aim was to create
a better relationship between teachers and students in our lessons so that pupils and teachers get more impact
and advantage out of the lesson.
Due to taking part on the Success for Life Programme I was one of the 20 pupils in Central London to be
chosen to participate in a summer programme called the Green Talent Fellowship. This is a part of the Britain
Talent and Enterprise Task force. For this project we went to Cornwall for three days to visit the Eden
Project. This gave us an insight into one of the biggest green houses in the world and the opportunity to live in
the countryside. Whilst we were in Cornwall, we learnt a lot about the Eco system and how different
businesses managed their sustainability. This experience taught me a lot more than I ever knew about
my environment and plants. After the trip to the Eden Project we had a chance to gain work experience in
different businesses including EDF Energy. I went to EDF Energy for a three day placement to look at how
the company was approaching the issue of climate change. EDF Energy is part of the EDF Group which is
one of Europe's three largest energy providers. During our work placements, we were taken to one of the
country's largest power stations in Nottinghamshire and also looked at local initiatives. I also worked with the
sustainability team of EDF energy in Central London. After the whole experience we had a two day debrief to
present back what we learnt from this experience to some of the employees of different businesses in Central
London. This was to share our views on the idea of a carbon footprint and how the experience has made us
think differently about climate change and what we think communities and businesses should do about it.
As part of this programme, I was chosen to be an ambassador for the whole experience which meant I was
chosen with one other pupil to meet the Prime Minister. This again was a part of the Britain's Talent and
Enterprise Task Force. Therefore, there were 10 other young talents from Britain who had the opportunity to
share their experience with the PM, as myself. This talent also included the Britain's best dancing
group 'Diversity'. It was a really good opportunity as I had the chance to sit at the cabinet table with the Prime
Minister and Diversity Team to share my whole experience on the Green Talent Fellowship and discuss my
future goals and success.

Nurjahan, Year 11
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Globe Academy is launchpad for the
Rt. Hon. John Prescott’s
New Earth Deal Campaign
In September 2009, Globe Academy was selected as the host
school to launch John Prescott‟s „New Earth Deal‟ School Tour
as part of his „New Earth Deal‟ campaign. This campaign asked
people to demonstrate their support for a global deal through a
variety of online and offline activities to fight climate change.
Mr. Prescott gave an hour long presentation to an audience of 60
selected pupils. Following the presentation, pupils had the
opportunity to question Mr. Prescott on climate change and to
share their own opinions. These questions varied in style from
“When is the world going to end?” to “If there were new laws
made to limit the amount of energy used per family, will I still be
able to use my hair straighteners?”
At the end of the presentation many of the pupils had the
opportunity to have their photo taken with John Prescott and the
chance to speak to him more personally. This was a fantastic
opportunity for the school and gave the pupils some real food for
thought about climate change.

Miss Harriet Townsend
Marketing

Globe Academy Pupil Puts Prime Minister On The Spot With
Climate Change Question
On Friday 4th December, two Year 11 pupils, Khalid Elmourei and Lara Fagade
took part in a Question & Answer Session with the Secretary of State for Energy
and Climate Change Ed Miliband, the Prime Minister and Baroness Kinnock at
the new Attenborough Studio in the Darwin Centre at the Natural History
Museum. A majority of the students participating were selected on the basis of
their strong engagement in the climate change debate and their willingness to put
their questions to senior government Ministers. However, Globe Academy pupils
were personally invited after hosting the launch of John Prescott‟s „New Earth
Deal‟ School Tour as you will have read about earlier. The Department of
Energy and Climate Change encouraged questions on greenhouse gas mitigation
policies, international finance and adaptation to the developing world, and green
and low-carbon jobs in the UK to be sent in beforehand. So they weren‟t
expecting 15 year old Khalid to ask the off the cuff question: “Why aren‟t you
putting more pressure on organisations who are taking over schools to make
schools more ecofriendly?” This question caused quite a stir and was answered
directly by Gordon Brown himself. Once again, this put Globe Academy pupils in the limelight setting a good
example of their talent outside of the community.
Khalid Elmourei, 15, says: “It was a great opportunity to be part of such an important debate and a huge surprise that
Gordon Brown was there. I can’t believe he chose me to ask my question!”

Miss Harriet Townsend
Marketing
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Globe goes to the Globe
To try and raise the achievement of the top set Year 9s in English this half term, a partnership was struck up
with the Globe Theatre's Education programme. They do a lot of work with schools in Southwark to get
children putting Shakespeare on its feet - speaking and feeling the lines instead of just reading them - and using
new and exciting dramatic ways of studying the Bard. There are many children in 9Xen1 who are very gifted in
English, and this has been a prime opportunity for them to extend their learning through trialling new
techniques for studying text and understanding Shakespeare.
Once a week for a double period, an actor from the Globe - Colin Hurley - has been coming in to work with
the children and their written work about Shakespeare has seen a marked improvement.
Their experiences with Shakespeare-on-its-feet all began, however, with a trip to the Globe Theatre just before
the half term break in October. Myself, Stuart Mckeown and Charlene Jones marched the children (to much
complaint and proclamation that the walk was "bare long") from Globe to Globe, enjoying an interesting jaunt
over the Millennium Bridge en route as many of the students had never crossed nor seen it before! It was a
beautiful autumn day, and all were in high spirits.
The session at the Globe was made up of a tour around the theatre, complete with a fascinating talk about the
history of the Globe, information about London at the time, and even a little smattering of the social class
system in the 15/1600s - groundlings get wet! The students were well behaved throughout, interested in the
information being given, and asked many thought provoking questions to enhance their understanding.
The drama session which followed, getting the students to understand the four main characters used in drama
(lover, monarch, warrior and trickster - in case you were wondering!) was a lively one, but the behaviour was
good and they were all engaged and enjoying the activities.
At the end of our busy morning a Thames-side ice-cream was enjoyed by all, and the children seemed excited
by the prospect of continuing to work with the Globe after the holidays. They have been working hard on
their study of Hamlet since, and their recent assessment has seen nearly all students show an improvement in
their levels - for which I congratulate them, and thank Colin Hurley for his support and work.

Augusta Denby,
Teacher of 9X En1

Southwark Schools Quiz Night 2009-12-08
On 26th November four Globe Academy students took part in the Southwark Schools Quiz night, held at the
City of London Academy, competing against students from the 12 other secondary schools in the Borough.
Questions were divided into eight categories, covering subjects such as Arts and Literature, Wordplay, History
and Geography. The Globe team made a smart move, playing their Joker to double the points on the Sports
and Entertainment round, and scoring the highest of all the schools in this round. Globe came 5 th overall in
the quiz, a particular achievement given that there was only one point between each of the teams placed
second, third, fourth and fifth. The winners were St Michaels and All Angels.
Congratulations go to the members of the Globe team 2009; Oghenechuko Toweh (Year 7), Amelia
Waterworth- Naraine (Year 8), Mahbubur Rashid (Year 9) and Samuel Lahai- John (Year 10).

Miss Amy Oxley
Extended Schools Coordinator
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Anti-Bullying Week
As part of Anti-Bullying Week, members of 7A read out the
poem below. They did a fantastic job at reading it aloud.
I am the person you bullied in school
I am the one who didn't know how to be cool
I am the person you alienated
I am the person you ridiculed and hated
I am the person who sat on their own
I am the person who walked home alone
I am the person you scared every day
I am the person who had nothing to say
I am the person with hurt in their eyes
I am the person you never saw cry
I am the person living alone with their fears
I am the person destroyed by their peers
I am the person who drowned in your scorn
I am the person who wished they hadn't been born
I am the person whose name you don't know
I am the person who just can't let go
I am the person destroyed for 'fun'
I am the person, but not the only one
I am the person who had feelings too
..and I am a person, JUST LIKE YOU!!!

Globe Academy
Students Shine!
City Gates Scholarships
Six students in Year 10 have each been awarded
a scholarship of £400 from the City Gates
Foundation. This scholarship is to promote the
aspirations and attainment of Gifted and
Talented learners, and students can spend it on
resources such as textbooks and trips such as
University visits. As part of their scholarship
students attended a Progression Academy run
by the City Gates Foundation for two days in
December at West Ham Football Club. The
purpose of the course was to encourage
students to start thinking about their goals and
the steps they need to take to reach them, as
well as introducing the students to other Gifted
and Talented learners across London.

The Jack Petchey Award

Homework Club
The homework club has been attracting large numbers of
students this term thanks to the help of volunteers from the
XLP project. The homework club runs on Wednesdays
from 3.30-5.00pm in the library and is open to all
secondary students. There are six adults working at the club
who can support the students with one to one help on their
homework whatever the subject, and students have access
to computers and printing facilities. Students do not need to
sign up for the club, they can drop in when they need and
stay for as long as they need to complete their homework.
However for students who do participate regularly there is a
reward scheme, after attending 10 Homework Club sessions
they can take part in a reward trip, to either the Bowling
Alley, Ice rink or Cinema. Teachers at the Academy have
been very impressed by the improvement made by students
regularly attending the Homework Club, and have even
taken to displaying some of the excellent work produced in
Homework Club around school.
Miss Amy Oxley
Extended School Coordinator
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The Academy is happy to announce that we
have started running the Jack Petchey Award
scheme in the Middle and Upper schools. The
scheme rewards students who have shown
outstanding effort and achievement in both
curriculum areas and out of curriculum
activities. This month the two Award winners
are Chemelie Odukwe, Year 8, who was
nominated due to his active involvement in the
Student Council, Debate Team and Football
Team, and Mukhtaar Ahmed, Year 10, who was
nominated due to his commitment to
furthering his learning through attending a
number of weekend and holiday study courses
such as the UCL Saturday School and the St
George‟s half term Medicine course. The
school receives £200 funding for each student
who wins the award, which the student can
spend on resources, activities and trips to
further the learning of a group of students at
the Academy.

Miss Amy Oxley
Extended School Coordinator

Year 7 Residential to Surrey
In October, all Year 7 pupils were given the opportunity to attend an outdoor education facility in the Surrey
Downs. The aim of the trip was to help them develop team building skills and to allow them to form solid
friendships away from the school environment. During the days, they had the opportunity to participate in a
range of activities that a lot had never experienced before. These included; archery, zip line, climbing, abseiling,
orienteering. Their participation in these activities was brilliant and great fun to watch. Many of them also
succeeded in activities they didn‟t believe they could conquer giving great satisfaction to all.
It was not only during the day that the pupils were being kept busy but at night as well. The activities were run
by the PGL staff giving the Globe staff a bit of break. These activities still required teamwork and
communication skills with the favourite two activities being „Ambush‟, which was team hide and seek played in
the dark and in camouflage and „Robot wars‟, which the pupils loved as it gave them the rare opportunity to
throw water and flour at each other, all in good spirit of course!
Despite the wet weather, students and staff all had a great time and returned to school having formed new
friendships and with lots of stories to tell. Many thanks to all staff who accompanied the trip to make it a
success!

Miss Amy Oxley
Extended Schools Coordinator
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‘SuperCool’ Comes to Globe
Year 7 students were in for a cool surprise when the
Science Museum Outreach Team came to Globe on
Monday 7th December.
As part of a project with Globe Academy to support
the transition of pupils from KS2 to KS3 Science, the
Science Museum team put on their „SuperCool‟ show.
Through fantastic demonstrations, students had the
opportunity to learn about temperature, energy
transfer, states of matter, and the effects of heat on the
properties of materials. As the show approached
„absolute zero‟, we found out how to make instant ice
cream, hammer a nail into wood with a banana, and
even to liquefy Mr Ajab‟s breath – all using liquid
nitrogen!
Watch this space for more exciting experiments in partnership with the Science Museum.

Sue Hillyard
Science Teacher

Black History Month at Globe Academy
- Celebrating Contributions to our World
October at Globe Academy was Black History Month and we celebrated across the Lower and Upper school!
Our theme this year was "Contributions to our World" and all subject areas celebrated an inventor who had in
some way made a positive impact in the world we live in today! For example in Art, we celebrated John Lee
Love, an African American man who lived during a time of great oppression, who overcame all the odds to
invent the pencil sharpener, an object we couldn't do without today for reading and writing. Did you know
that?
We were also lucky enough to have Andrew Muhammad a.k.a The Investigator, a prominent Historian who
specialises in Black History, to come and carry out a series of exciting and motivational workshops with Year
5,6 and 7 students. All who were lucky enough to partake in his presentations were filled with energy and
learned a great deal of information about Black History ranging from the Ancient Egyptian Imhotep who
was the first physician to analyse a variety of cartoon characters. It was fantastic!
Many students entered the BHM poster competition where they were asked to use what they had learned over
the month to design motivational and inspirational posters for the students at Globe. The winners were Kelly
Nwankwo, Mariohn Botchey, Rhiann, Rhienah Allison, Michael Nwokolo and Levi Owuso-Korkor. Their
designs have been scanned and printed and displayed around the school. The Lower School ended the term
with an entertaining and informative assembly. The Upper School had special BHM assemblies every week.
Thirty students in the Upper School were rewarded for researching Black History on their own, with a trip to a
special exhibition at the Docklands Museum!
Black History Month was a great success at Globe Academy and we look forward to continuing our learning
beyond October!

Ms Cristalina Fernandes
Assistant Vice Principal: School of Language Arts
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Black History Month
7A and 8A participate in the 'Tell It Like It Is - Shout Out Against Slavery'
at the V&A

Through exploring museum objects students learned about the
transatlantic slave trade, discussed modern day slavery and created their
own anti-slavery designs. Students started the day touring the museum
learning about the people involved in the slave trade. They were then
shown a video about how child labour and slavery still exists today.
They were shocked to see that children their age and younger were still
being used for manual labour around the world. They were very eager
to ask questions and raised some interesting points for discussion. The
day ended with an art and design projet to advertise and promote
awareness about the impact of slavery today.

Miss Jenn Jones
7A Nurture Teacher
Ernest working hard to complete the questions

Hanif in 7A learned that…
I learned that slavery is everywhere and it was a long time ago. They
had to only work but they didn't eat and they had to work about 13
hours a day. People were killed. Not all of them because some of them
tried to escape but they had parts of their body cut off if they were
caught. I also learned that young people and children were the ones
being traded sometimes. Schools were being closed because they
wanted them to work so children couldn't learn anything at school
because they had been traded. I learned why they had to be slaves. The
person that wanted them as slaves needed them to make money and be
famous and rich. Slaves never got paid and they were tied to chains so
that they couldn‟t escape at all.
Marianne, 7A, with her finished product
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Mathematics Workshop
On Saturday 28th November, Miss Jones
and Mrs Izard held a KS3 Mathematics
Workshop.
The day started with a Scavenger Hunt
around the school. Pupils were sent off
in pairs to collect the clues and then solve
the problems within. The first team to
collect all the clues was Hanif Uddin and
Ra-Shawn Murray of 7A, followed closely
by Luchiano Lansiquo (7G) and
Timilehin Gbayi (7A). The first team to
solve the problems was that of Timmy
(7A) and Luciano (7G). The Year 9‟s
were beaten by the Year 7‟s!
The second task was to solve the history
of Mathematics via communication by
posters only. Callum McIvor (9O)
created a fantastic poster about the
Pythagorean era of Mathematics.
We had an interloper on the day, Shelina
Begum (9G) who worked collaboratively
with Durga Busujeva (9G) to complete
the hunt and the poster task.
The Year 9‟s have gained some practical
ways to help them revise for the
upcoming SAT exams, and we wish them
every success. The Year 7‟s built on
existing team building skills and used
them to problem solve. Prizes and certificates were given out. It was a successful pilot and we aim to roll it
out to different pupils once every half term.
Mrs Kayser Izard
2i/c Maths

Mathematics Revision Tools
All Year 11 students are being issued with a USB stick (funded by ARK) to support their use of Method
Maths. This is a revision tool that students will be using and can use at home (as it only requires Excel to
run). Students will also be receiving a MathsWatch CD-Rom of tutorials to go with their new homework book
- enjoy!
We encourage pupils to use these tools as much as possible to ensure success in the summer.

Ms Ceri Ward-Jones
Head of Maths
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Young Enterprise
Young Enterprise is giving students a chance to work together to run their own real company.
On 23 November 2009, a group of Year 10 students (Farid, Travis, Martin, Ellis, Simon, Carlish, Ayoub and
Dexter) embarked on a business trip to Stockwell Park School. Our mission was to gain as much knowledge
and understanding on setting up businesses and marketing products.
Upon arrival at Stockwell Park School, we joined more schools and sixth forms from across London to hear a
presentation on marketing. This was followed by a break where we were given snacks and drinks. The snacks
had refuelled us for our task.
Our task was to create a Nike advert using the information we had just learnt. Wasting no time, we quickly
came up with various ideas, everyone was getting involved with the task. Carlisha bravely presented our work
to the other groups, which was proving to be rather a winner. Our work paid off and we were triumphant in
winning the competition.
The whole trip was a great experience and we came away with good knowledge of how to set up and market a
business.
Thank you to Mr Bryan for organising the trip.

Farid Sawari
Year 11

Pupil research on Islamic art
Geometric motifs were popular with Islamic artists and designers in all parts of the world, for decorating
almost every surface, whether floors or walls, pots or lamps, book covers or textiles. As Islam spread from
nation to nation and region-to-region, Islamic artists combined their passion for geometry with existing
traditions, creating a new and distinctive Islamic art. This art expressed the logic and order in the Islamic vision
of the universe.
Both the contemplation of and the creative way in making patterns led in their own way to an understanding
of the perfections of universal nature as it moves the elements. Islamic pattern, unique as an art form, is also
unitary in it‟s aim and function.
Thus, the circle, and its centre, is the point at which all Islamic patterns begin and it is an apt symbol of a
religion that emphasizes on god, symbolising also, the role of Mecca, the centre of Islam, toward which all
Muslims face during prayer.
Islamic arts are very geometric and patterned. Many colours are used which makes the art very bright and
attractive. Most of the art seems to be revolved around some sort of redial. With the bright colours and
patterns, everything seems as though it is bursting from the centre. All these patterns and designs are found on
much of the architecture; it is also seen on fabrics.

Negin
Year 7
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Geometry in Islamic Art - Cross-curricular Year 7 Project
(Maths, Art, D&T, RE)
The Mathematics Department at Globe Academy
ran a two week cross-curricular project on the
use of Geometry in Islamic Art. The project
involved Year 7 pupils researching why and how
Geometry has been used in Islamic Art as well as
creating and evaluating their own pieces of
Islamic Art. The project increased pupils'
awareness of the influence Mathematics has had
on the Islamic culture and the relationship
between Geometry, Art, Design & Technology
and RE.
Through this project, some pupils were exposed
to more complex Mathematics than might usually
be explored through a typical transformations
unit. This project was based on the ARK Problems to Be Solved "Islamic Art" problem.
We decided to organise a reward trip to the
Ismaili Centre and the Islamic Art rooms in the
V&A museum for 26 pupils who worked
exceptionally hard on the assessable tasks in the
project and who made big personal improvement
as a result.
Mrs Izard, Miss Jabbour, Mr Suliman and Miss
Bayode visited with the pupils and were extremely
impressed with the learning pupils demonstrated
and their level of interest and questioning of our
guide at the Ismaili centre. The Ismaili centre is
created with geometrical perfection in every facet
of the architecture. It is a place of tranquil,
ethereal beauty. The entire building is riddled
with heptagons and tessellations. There is also a
feature roof-top garden which we were not able to see as it was snowing on the day of our visit.
The V&A museum holds two very special rooms filled with a variety of Islamic artwork, including pottery,
tapestries, screens and other artefacts. Globe's Year 7s were very excited to see the Mathematics they had been
learning about in context and took their activities in the museum very seriously.

Ms Sabbine Jabbour
Maths Teacher
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Fantastic Mr Fox
This term, 8A have been studying Roald Dahl
in English. The class started reading „Boy, Tales
of Childhood‟ during the first half term. This
was part of their Original Writing curriculum.
The class did some great project work in
Literacy through Art on „Boy‟ including doing
their own self portraits and eyes, painting a
portrait of the hideous Mrs. Pratchett, one of
the main characters, and creating a whole class
story-board for their reading assessment. They
really enjoyed these lessons and showed great
artistic potential, and some real talent.
For the second half of the term, the students
have been reading and studying the book,
„Fantastic Mr Fox‟. They have read the novel,
and have also been performing the stage
adaptation by Sally Reid. The pupils have really
enjoyed reading aloud and performing different
parts. They have learned to work as a team,
listen to each other for cues, and learnt to
follow punctuation and stage directions to
influence their performance. They have also
written their own scripts using the novel and
drawn portraits of the characters based on
Roald Dahl‟s description of them. They
completed this module with a performance of
„Fantastic Mr Fox‟ to Mr Baigent! Below are
some of the pupils‟ comments.
“We wrote our own play called fantastic Mr
Fox. We had to write it in our own words.”

Marvin

“ We picked out a chapter and then we wrote
the stage directions in our own words, and the
dialogue in Roald Dahl‟s words.” Ernest
“ We‟ve been evaluating our own work and we
evaluated someone else‟s as well. We also
learned about the importance of punctuation
in writing.” Ossama
“ We learnt how to change a novel to a script,
and we found extra dialogue in the novel that
we could add to our script.” Tasmiah
“ The class have made a fantastic play and it‟s
all about a fox and his family, and 3 farmers
and we are going to act it out.” Ernestina.

Ms Aurore Paturaud
Teacher 8A
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Journeys - by Year 7
Some selected pieces from Year 7 Art lessons this term.
Students studied Journeys, by looking at traditional Aboriginal art, signs & symbols and the contemporary art
of the Boyle Family. Using concentric circles they created a personal symbol and applied textured surfaces
from their environment.

Ms Folami Boyade
Art Teacher

Moyesha, 7L
Quanisha, 7L

Rida, 7L
Timi, 7A

Hafiza, 7G

Shakil, 7A
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Science Workshop

On Monday 23rd November, the Year 6 and 5 classes took part in a science workshop led by Meg from Shell
Education Services. The workshop consisted of an investigation about vitamin C. We discussed the importance
of vitamin C in our diet and the history of scurvy. Using the story of Lind (a Scottish doctor) and his
investigation into the cause of scurvy, the children carried out a fair test to find out which fruit had the most
vitamin C.

Ms Sunny Tidsbury
Year 6 teacher

My trip to the Lawyers’ lunch
For the past term the Year 5 class has been visited every
Thursday by Lawyers from Dechert Law firm to listen to us
read. This has been a great help and we are very grateful to
them for coming in. As a surprise they invited a few of us to
go and have lunch at their offices in the City which was quite
an experience. Below you can read Azizzah‟s thoughts on the
experience.

Miss Caroline Field
Year 5 Teacher
On the journey, in a cab with a television, we went to the lawyers' lunch.
I saw so many amazing things, that it looked like Paris. I was very
nervous as well as excited because it was the first time I had been and
everything felt new to me. When it was time to go, we all got balloons but my one flew up to the ceiling. We were in the cab talking
about different things about pop stars. It was fun while it lasted.

Azizzah, Year 5

Credit Union
In the new year we hope to launch the Young Savers Scheme (Credit Union) in the Lower School. We are still
looking for volunteers from TAs or parents who have time. Their job will be to collect the money from the
children and enter it into a book. They will receive training. This fulfils 'Economic Well-being of 'Every Child
Matters'. Please contact Marie Williams in the Lower School if you are interested in volunteering.

Marie Williams
Class Teacher
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Year 6 Learn Karate Skills
On Monday 14th December Miss Ashby's father came in to teach the year 6 children Karate. Children were
shown the importance of warm ups and stretches before exercise and shown how to defend against kicks and
punches. We were all very impressed with Miss Ashby's Karate skills. We‟d better not mess with her!

Ms Sunny Tidsbury
Year 6 Teacher

Pen Pal exchange.
This year, 7A and 8A have set up a pen pal exchange with the Collège André Maurois in Menton, France.
We are exchanging letters with a Year 8 class and are learning about different cultures and how school is in
France. Below, some of the 8A pupils comment on the scheme.
“The pen pal project is a good way to maybe learn a new language, and learn how their culture is, and how
they speak” Thommy
“ The pen pal letters are about people who don‟t really speak that much English, and just to know them and
for them to know us.” Shanice
“ We all did the pen pals. I think it‟s a good idea.” Elisha

Miss Aurore Paturaud
8A Class Teacher
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'What makes a hero?'
On Thursday 10th December, the Year 6 class invited the
parents to watch their presentation of the project they
have been working on this term. The project was called
'What makes a hero?'. Through this project, children
learned to write biographies and arguments. They
researched a famous person and presented to the parents
asking them to vote on who they thought should receive
the 'Globe Academy Hero Award'. The children even
dressed up as their historical figures. Special guest
appearances included Winston Churchill, Albert Einstein,
and Mari Curie. The winner was Winston Churchill,
presented by Afzal Hussain and Gulzar Uddin.
Below
is
what some of
the
parents
had to say
about the project when given an evaluation sheet:
How do you think an activity like this helps your child
learn?:
'It helps them to understand that research is important.'
'They have learned about different people from different
backgrounds.'
'I think children learn a lot by doing presentations like this and
they also learn new valuable speech/presentation skills to a new
audience.'
'It gives them a chance to physically present their work to their
families. It also provides the child with motivation through use of
goals and deadlines.'
Could the children have done anything better
next time?
'Some of the children needed to make eye contact
with the audience. Some children had too much
information to learn and therefore had to read off
the screen which made the presentation too long.‟
We will be taking this feedback on board and
prepare an even better presentation in the next
term!

Ms Sunny Tidsbury
Year 6 Teacher
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Community News
Adult and Family Learning
The Adult Learning programme at Globe Academy started in October, offering parents and carers the
opportunity to take an Edexcel Level 1-3 course in either Numeracy, Literacy, or ICT. The classes are all free
of charge and run from 4.00pm on Tuesdays, Wednesday and Thursdays on the Secondary site. Learners work
at their own pace and take the online assessments as and when they are ready to complete the accreditation.
This makes it possible to start a course mid year, so if any parent/carer would like to join the classes in January
please contact Miss Oxley on the main school number for further information.
In January, we will also be offering a Family Learning programme for parents/carers of children in Reception,
Year 1 and 2, in partnership with the Centre for Literacy in Primary Education. This will consist of a ten week
course for primary parents focusing on how to help your child do well at school, leading to a Family Learning
Certificate accreditation. The course will be delivered during school time, from 9am-12pm on a Friday
morning. For further information about this course please contact the Lower School Reception. We are also
going to be offering English Classes for Speakers of Other Languages on Wednesday mornings from 9-11am
for parents/carers of either primary or secondary aged children. As with all our other Adult Learning courses
the course is free of charge and places will be allocated as and when people apply. To find out more please
contact Amy Oxley on 020 7407 6877.

Family Forum and Parent SLT Surgery
Family Forum meetings have been held this term. The focus for the first meeting was on behaviour, and
parents came up some with some useful suggestions for improving behaviour at the Academy which were then
acted upon during the term. These included sending a copy of the behaviour policy home to parents/carers,
putting „Worry Boxes‟ around school for students to report bullying, and setting up a weekly surgery session
for parents/carers to speak to a member of the Senior Leadership Team about issues and concerns arising.
These sessions are now being held on a Thursday night from 5-6pm in the Pentagon, to book an appointment
please contact the Secondary School Reception. The second session of the Family Forum focused on
homework and parents raised concerns about the amount of homework written down in planners. As a result
of their suggestions, a new system of monitoring planners has been launched and homework timetables were
handed out at the Academic Monitoring Day. If you did not get a copy and would like one please contact
Reception.

Miss Amy Oxley
Extended Schools Coordinator

Student Council
The secondary school Student Council has been established and the first few meetings have been held.
Students appointed to the council submitted written applications and were then interviewed to be awarded
their place on the council. The initial Student Council meeting focussed on reviewing the Academy‟s antibullying policy and nominating students for the Jack Petchey Awards, an award scheme which recognises
pupils for their achievements at school, either academic, in sport or arts, or behaviour and conduct. The award
comes with £200 funding for the student to spend on resources, trips or projects for the school. At the second
meeting of the council student‟s looked at four main issues; improving behaviour (rules and routines),
rewarding achievement, improving the site and the provision of lunchtime and after school clubs. Council
members came up with some excellent ideas regarding these priority areas which they will be working on over
the next few months.

Miss Amy Oxley
Extended Schools Coordinator
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Have come to Globe Academy!
Who are we?
Kids Company is a registered charity offering creative opportunities and emotional and practical support to
children. It was founded by Camila Batmanghelidjh in 1996. We now have full time teams based in more
than 23 schools and part time services in several others and set up the service at Globe Academy from this
September 2009.
Kids Company provides young people with time and space within the school day to build a special
relationship with someone other than a teacher, giving them listening time, a space to express themselves
through art and play, and a place to work through feelings and experiences.
The Kids Company Team Leaders at Globe Academy are:
Juliet Schenker and Marilynn Figueira together they will coordinate a team of therapists, mentors
and volunteers who are all CRB checked.
What do we do?
Through group activities, arts therapies and other projects, Kids Company aims to provide a programme of
Social, Emotional and Behavioural support, and to contribute positively to the school environment and
Every Child Matters Agenda
We can provide the following services at Globe Academy:
Social skills groups for children
Small lunchtime groups for children
Art, dance, drama and music workshops
In class support & mentoring
One-to-one therapy and Reflective Practice for staff
One-to-one and group therapy for children upon request
Emotional Support
It is Kids Company‟s belief - and experience - that if children are supported to express problems and
feelings they are experiencing, that their concentration skills and behaviour in the classroom will improve.
This will make it easier for them to work better at school. Emotional support can help them have an overall
better quality of life at school and at home.
Juliet and Marilynn can be contacted through the school via Kieran Scanlon
We look forward to adding value to Globe Academy!
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Year 11 trip to Blencathra

In the second week of September, 24 Year 11 students went on a residential trip to Blencathra outdoor activity
centre in the Lake District as a reward for their hard work in Year 10. The centre is situated in an area of
outstanding beauty, overlooking the lakes and mountains of the national park. Students took part in activities
such as hill walking, gorge scrambling, rock climbing and conservation work which were quite a different
experience of what they would be doing in London . Students on the trip displayed extraordinary team work
and leadership skills and were able to meet the various challenges impressively. At the bonfire on the last night
it was agreed that a good time had been had by all, and the trip got the year off to a positive start for everyone
involved.

Miss Amy Oxley
Extended Schools Coordinator
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Globe Academy Debate Team
On 10 November, our Debate Mate
after school debating team attended
the programme launch at the Royal
Institution in Mayfair. The Debate
Mate patrons, including Margaret
Mountford from BBC1‟s “The
Apprentice” introduced the
programme for the year and student
debaters from Oxford University
and London School of Economics
modelled the debate skills we are
looking to develop in our own school teams. The team have been practicing after school on Thursdays and
attended the first Southwark Schools debate in Walworth on the 15th November. Staff were impressed with
their confidence in taking part in the debates in front of students from all Southwark secondary schools, and
look forward to seeing their skills develop in the coming months.

City 4 a Day
Gifted and Talented students in
Year 7 participated in a “City 4 a
Day” workshop organised by the
Brokerage Clinic on the 1 st
December. In the morning
students visited Sullivan and
Cromwell Law Partners, where
they learnt firstly about the “City”,
its geographical location, the
amount of people working there,
the different sectors and how the
financial district of London
compares to the rest of the world.
Secondly, they met with Lawyers
from the firm to find out about
different types of careers in law and routes into this field.
In the afternoon, students visited Monster.co.uk, an online recruitment company, where they took part in a
team recruitment challenge, creating a poster and presentation to recruit new staff with the help of the HR and
Sales team at Monster. The workshop gave students the opportunity to see inside City companies, and to meet
the people who work in them, as well as starting to think about the types of skills they need to develop and the
possible routes into careers like these in the future.

Miss Amy Oxley
Extended Schools Coordinator

Lunchtime Activities
We have introduced a wide range of lunchtime activities this term. These include
Film Club, Jewellery Making, Girls Group, Board games, Scrabble, Knitting, Table
Tennis, Football, Choir and Area 51: A music performance space. We are looking
to expand the programme in the new term so if there are additional activities that
students and parents would like to see offered at lunchtimes please contact Miss
Oxley with suggestions.
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Sports Corner!
Sports Leaders
Since September, the Year 10 - Sports Leaders have been working hard in delivering a number of different
sporting session for the Globe Primary children and primary children from around the borough. They have
included a football tournament, a football fun day and a bench ball tournament. All were a great success and
really encouraged the younger children to get involved in sport. They have also been going into a number of
primary schools within Southwark to help run Gifted and Talented days. These have also been a great success,
with the Sports Leaders showing great leadership skills. Next term there are more tournaments lined up for
them which I‟m sure they will make a success.

Girls football
Both the Key Stage 3 and Key Stage 4 girls‟ football teams have worked hard in training this term,
demonstrating some outstanding talent. Competition to get into the teams has been fierce and the
determination to achieve has been shown by all. The Key Stage 3 girls have played two matches so far,
winning one and losing one. The effort shown on the pitch was excellent and is very promising for next term‟s
set of matches. Well done!
The Key Stage 4 girls have also played two matches but unfortunately lost both. Although they lost, the team
spirit was fantastic and they gave everything they could during the matches.

Year 10 boys football
Charter vs Globe 4- 3 Loss
With a new look 4-5-1 formation the Year 10 Globe Academy football team went into this game with revenge
on their minds. The team got hammered by our opponents last season. Every member of the team worked
really hard but special mentions goes to Hussein‟s battling yet organised performance in his new role as a
holding midfielder. Junior‟s incredible goal, lobbing the keeper from the half way line, was well deserved as he
had been displaying intelligent passes throughout the whole game. Despite the loss I believe it was one of
their best team performances since I have been their coach. Well done team.

Year 10 football team
Faheem Hamza, Joshua Jones, Ellis Mclean, Ali Diomande, Jamal Watfa, RomarioSplatt, Hussain Ishaq, Junior
Aikhionbare, James Toure, Nasim Dukali, Travis Gregory, Ayoub Lourdjane, Mayowa Akinkunmi, Nicholas
White

Goals scorers
Nassim Dukail x 2
Junior Aikhionbare

Table Tennis tournament
Table Tennis at Globe is very strong this year with a number of the senior boys competing at National level.
The senior boys have also been instrumental in the coaching and encouragement of the younger players
meaning that there are now up and coming players from Years 7 and 8. Last weekend the senior boys took
part in a regional tournament and performed incredibly well beating some high ranked players. Their behaviour
was outstanding and they were a real credit to the school
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Sports Corner!
Athletics at COLA
This term a number of students have been attending an Indoor athletics league at City of London Academy.
The pupils have worked hard in competing in a number of different events, sometimes without any prior
knowledge. However, that hasn‟t stopped Globe doing really well . With the Girls team currently in 5 th and the
boys in 2nd place. There are still a number of events still to take place. Currently the boys team are joint third
and the girls team have just about snatched the lead going into the final week. Please wish them luck. Globe
Speed!
Congratulations to the following pupils:

Girls team
Tunisha Balogun, Obaayaa Kwarteng, Shaneekqua Lawlor, Shazell McFarlane, Teayanna Cheddie, Makaeda
Notice, Kelly Nwanko, Sade Majekum

Boys team
Kemal Campbell, Kieran Bartley, Joe Masaquoi, Levi Owusu-Korkor, Trevan Gibbs, Zach Ekeke, Emelie
Odukwe,

Basketball
The Globe basketball team has really taken off this term. They have been training hard and working well as a
team. They have played two matches against Bacons College and Charter School. They unfortunately lost but
only by ten points in both. The level of talent which is being displayed is very high with a number of boys
playing for outside clubs. There are more basketball fixtures scheduled for the new year and no doubt they
will be able to perform just as well, if not better in those.

Harry James and Walter Mendoza
PE Teachers

Lower School Sports Report
On Friday 13th November, six children from Years 5 and 6 took part in a competition called the Krypton at
Lillian Bayliss school. The competition consisted of four different disciplines.
1. Boxing
3. Basketball

2. Tennis
4. Orienteering

The children were all incredibly strong in all their events which led us to not only winning the competition
but each of them winning their individual contests as well. As a result of winning the competition they were
awarded a wooden shield and each child was given a small trophy. It was a great day for all and a great start to
Globe Academy Lower School‟s sporting season.
We have also had success in our Tag Rugby team, who also won their first leg of the Southwark Community
Games Tag Rugby tournament. As a result of winning this first leg, they have been invited back to Burgess
Park Astro Turf where the finals will take place. We look forward to another energy filled day and wish all the
players taking part luck!

Mr Marcus Fleming
Teaching Assistant (Sport)
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Performing Arts Profile
Shakespeare Schools Festival
On Friday 6 November, our Year 11 BTEC
Drama class had the fantastic opportunity to
perform a specially written, 30 minute
performance of Shakespeare‟s Hamlet at the
RADA‟s Vanbrugh Theatre. They were joined
by three other ARK Academies; Burlington
Danes Academy in Shepherds Bush, Evelyn
Grace Academy in Brixton and St Alban‟s
Academy in Birmingham to take part in the
nationwide Shakespeare Schools Festival. All
the pupils worked incredibly hard for a
number of weeks and weekends beforehand to
make the performance worthy of performing
in a professional theatre and should be
incredibly proud of their efforts.
The performance was very well received and
the Festival Director gave lengthy feedback to the cast on the brilliance of their
performance. Nassy Konan won great acclaim for her mad Ophelia and praise
was lavished on Ade Joshua for his performance of Hamlet. Overall the
Festival Director thought that the piece, “although simply staged, was moving
and effective with the funeral scene being particularly moving”. He felt that the
Director of the performance, Mr Jones, had managed “to capture the darkness
of the play and establish relationships with characters that a shortened version
would miss”. It was informed and well directed and the students should be
more than proud of their achievements.

Lucy Heller, Managing Director of ARK Schools says: “It was really
moving to see Globe pupils taking on and succeeding in such an ambitious
enterprise”.

Principal, Jason Baigent says: “The students of Globe Academy, once again,
proved themselves to be not only adept and professional performers but excellent role
models. It was an exceptionally proud moment for the entire academy community to
see our students in action. A fantastic performance”.
For those of you who missed the performance it is possible to view a
clip of it and backstage on our website
www.globeacademy.org/secondary/news/articles/news or on
youtube!

Mr Russell
Jones
Assistant Vice
Principal:
Performing Arts
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Performing Arts Profile
Christmas Concert
On Wednesday 16 December, the Pentagon Hall
was full of excited and nervous musicians from all
year groups waiting to perform at the school‟s
Christmas concert. The concert programme was
made up of a number of different ensembles
ranging from classical solo piano to a gospel choir
and a rock band.
The pupils had been rehearsing all term to make
sure that their piece was up to
scratch and their hard work paid off
to produce a great evening of music
from around the world and through
different centuries.
Congratulations to all pupils who
took part and thank you to all the
teachers who helped to make the
evening a success.

Miss Harriet Townsend
Marketing

Globe Academy
Harper Road
London SE1 6AG
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